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At appropriate moments in the school year I consider it important to draw our attentions to key
messages, this will range from celebrating achievements or reminding us all of the importance
of good attendance.
At this point of the year and following a number of unfortunate events across the Wirral and
Merseyside I would like to draw your attention to the Behaviour Policy for Kingsway Academy
which is available on the website at www.kingswayacademy.co.uk and in particular our zero
tolerance of behaviours that put other members of the school community at risk.
This policy is designed to actively support behaviour for learning in the academy to ensure that
all students make and exceed expected progress.
It is important to note that the policy clearly stipulates that the Governing Body of The
Kingsway Academy has a zero tolerance to certain types of misbehaviour. Specifically this
relates to the bringing of drugs into school or the partaking of drugs on the school site. It also
relates to the use of excessive violence against other students or staff.
I am sure that as a responsible parent you are in total agreement with this zero tolerance policy
as it protects the safety and well-being of all our students.
I am bringing it to your attention in this formal manner so that you can discuss this with your
son (daughter) and ensure that they understand the consequences of breaching this aspect of
the Academy’s behaviour policy.
It is worth reminding them that, students who bring into, or take drugs on, the school premises,
including legal highs, will not be permitted to stay at the Academy. Similarly, students who
seriously assault another member of our school community will not be permitted to stay at the
Academy. The likely eventuality in both cases is Permanent Exclusion.
As you know we are making great strides this year in securing positive outcomes for every child
in every year. Having started that journey with us we would like to ensure that every student
has the opportunity complete their education under our care.
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If there are any aspects of this policy that you would like to discuss further please do not
hesitate to get in touch.
Yours sincerely

Mrs S Potter
Executive Principal
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